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Abstract

This document is a tutorial for those interested in the internal characteristics of Jgroup. It
describes the organization of the relacs packages, providing the Jgroup implementation.

1 Introduction

The source code provided with the Jgroup distribution is subdivided in several packages:jgroup, test
and relacs. Two additional packages (gmic andgreg) are not included in the Jgroup distribution,
as they are based on code copyrighted by Sun (thermic RMI compiler and the Jini lookup service,
respectively).

The most important package isjgroup, which contains the Jgroup API. Further information about
this package can be found in the API documentation included in the Jgroup distribution and in the
programmer’s manual that can be downloaded from the Jgroup web page. Packagetest contains few
examples of use of Jgroup; a short description of these examples is contained in thereadme.txt
file included in the Jgroup distribution.

Packagejgroup contains mainly interfaces; the actual implementation of these interfaces is included
in the relacs package and its subpackages. This separation is aimed at enabling alternative imple-
mentations of Jgroup to be ”plugged-in” in applications using Jgroup without having to modify them.

This document is aimed at describing the code contained in therelacs package. This information
should be used by those who wants to participate in the open source development of Jgroup. This
document should be considered ”work in progress”.

2 The Jgroup Architecture

The system model underlying Jgroup is illustrated in Figure 1. The system is composed of a collec-
tion of Java virtual machines connected through a communication network. Each Java virtual machine
hosts a collection of objects. Server objects coordinate their actions in order to provide some service
to client objects. Clients access the services provided by object groups through group method invoca-
tions.
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Figure 1: The Jgroup architecture

Group communication facilities are provided to server objects bygroup managers, which act as prox-
ies for performing internal group method invocations and provide primitives for group management.
Each server is associated with one group manager for each of the groups it joins, while each group
manager is associated with exactly one server. Group managers are responsible for notifying their
servers of group communication events such as view changes; furthermore, group managers take also
care of dispatching internal and external invocations.

Group managers do not implement the entire group communication service described and specified
in [1]. Instead, basic group membership and multicast communication facilities are implemented in
a separate module called aJgroup daemon. In a JVM hosting Jgroup servers, a single instance of
Jgroup daemon is executed. Jgroup daemons communicate among themselves to exchange messages
and reachability information.

There are several motivations behind the choice of using this architectural model, as opposed to having
the group communication service provided by every group manager:

� The number of messages exchanged to establish group communication is reduced; for example,
low-level services as failure detection are implemented by Jgroup daemons on a per-JVM basis,
and not replicated by every group manager.

� With this model, it is possible to distinguish between server objects local to a given JVM and
those that are remote. Servers local to a given JVM always share the same destiny with respect
to failures: the crash of a JVM causes the crash of all servers hosted in it, and if a JVM becomes
partitioned from the rest of the system, all its local servers stop communicating with remote
servers. Thus, two distinct memberships are maintained, one regarding servers, and the other
regarding daemons. Voluntary variations in the membership due to join and leave operations are
translated into a single message, causing the list of servers hosted in a daemon to be modified,
without the need for complex agreement protocols.

� This daemon-based architecture may be further extended and improved by enabling server ob-
jects on a JVM to use the daemon running on another JVM. This may be interesting for scala-
bility, as it would be possible to structure the system in order to have a single instance of Jgroup
daemon in each LAN containing server object. In this way, it would be possible to share the
costs of maintenance of the membership protocol among servers composing a LAN, thus re-
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Figure 2: The architecture of a Jgroup Daemon

ducing the number of messages exchanged. This extension, however, is not already included in
the Jgroup prototype.

Clients do not require Jgroup daemons and group managers running in their virtual machines; interac-
tions between clients and servers are handled by a component called aGMI client proxy. Each client
proxy enables clients to perform external method invocations on a single group; thus, several client
proxies may co-exist in the same JVM, enabling a client to communicate with multiple server groups.

Each Jgroup daemon has a layered structure, illustrated in Figure 2, composed of the following logical
components:

� Multi-Send Layer (MSL): Implementing a group membership service directly on top of a point-
to-point unreliable, unsequenced datagram transport service provided by the network would be
difficult. The task of MSL is to hide this complexity by transforming the unreliable, point-
to-point network communication primitives to their best-effort, one-to-many counterparts. In-
formally, MSL tries to deliver messages sent through it to all daemons in some destination
list. Moreover, it keeps daemons informed about which servers are reachable and which are
suspected to be unreachable.

� Partitionable Group Membership Layer (PGML): The services provided by MSL are used by
PGML in order to construct and install views as defined by the PGMS specification [1]. The task
of PGML is to manage the membership of multiple groups by servingjoin and leave requests
coming from servers, and to translate the possibly inconsistent suspicion sets generated by MSL
in agreed views.

� Reliable Multicast Layer (RML): The task of RML is to provide a message-based reliable mul-
ticast service.

Jgroup daemons are the basic building block of the Jgroup architecture; they provide the fundamental
components of a group communication service, such as failure detection, group membership and
reliable multicasts. Additional facilities, such as group method invocations and state merging are
provided by group managers. The internal architecture of group managers is highly modular and has
been designed in order to make possible to easily insert new layers implementing additional facilities
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Figure 3: Two possible stack of group manager layers.

not described here. For example, it is possible to insert ordering layers for performing ordered group
method invocations with FIFO, causal and total order semantics.

Figure 3 illustrates the configurations that group managers may assume in the current version of
Jgroup. Three different layers may compose a group manager:

� Base Layer (BL): the task of this layer is to handle the interactions between group managers and
daemons. This layer transmits basic group communication primitives (such asjoin, leave and
mcast) to the Jgroup daemon running in the system; moreover, it enqueues the upcall requests
coming from the Jgroup daemon and delivers them to the upper layers.

� Group Method Invocation Layer (GMIL): GMIL uses the services provided by RML through
BL to provide servers with a group method invocation facility. Since issues related to view
synchrony are handled by RML, the only task of this layer is to manage the problems related
to method dispatching, marshaling and unmarshaling of method arguments, and collection of
return values.

� State Merging Layer (SML): Finally, this layer provides the state merging facilities.

3 Package organization

Therelacs package is subdivided in the following packages:

� relacs.mss: This package contains the implementation of the multi-send layer.

� relacs.daemon: This package contains the implementation of a Jgroup daemon, i.e. the group
membership layer and the reliable multicast layer.

� relacs.gm: Originally, this package contained all of the classes implementing a group man-
ager, which was a single monolithic object. Currently, after the division of the group manager
functionality in several layers, this package contains the base layer and the state merging layer.

� relacs.rmi: This package contains classes and interface implementing both the internal and the
external group method invocation service, included classes and interfaces used in client proxies.
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� relacs.rmi.registry: This package contains the implementation of the reliable registry service
included in Jgroup.

� relacs.rmi.proxy: This package contains interfaces and classes needed by the group method
invocation service to make use of the dynamic proxy class abstraction included in JDK 1.3.

� relacs.simulator: This package contains the code of the partition simulator, a simple tool that
can be used to simulate partitions in a LAN environment.

� relacs.general: This package contains general utility classes.

This package structure could be subject of a major revision in the future, as I feel that the organization
is not satisfactory (for example, it could be useful to put basic group manager functionalities in the
gm package, and to move each of the layers composing a group manager to subpackages ofgm). Fur-
thermore, the reliable registry (currently inrelacs.rmi.registry) could be moved torelacs.registry.

4 The relacs.mss package

5 The relacs.daemon package

6 The Group Manager Architecture

As explained in the previous sections, server objects do not interact directly with Jgroup daemons, but
with group manager objects, which act as proxies for performing internal group method invocations
and provide primitives for group management.

Each server is associated with one group manager for each of the groups it joins, while each group
manager is associated with exactly one server. Each group manager runs its own thread of control,
separated from the thread of the Jgroup daemon. In this way, upcalls originated by the Jgroup daemon,
such as the notification of a new view, are executed using a different thread for each server object
(actually, for each group joined by each server object, if a server has joined more than one group).

Each group manager is composed of a collection of group manager layers; each layer perform a
specific task related to group communication, such as managing the state merging protocol and the
group method invocation service. Each group manager layer is associated with exactly onecommand
interface and exactly onelistener interface:

� A command interface specifies the methods that can be invoked by an upper layer or by the ap-
plication in order to access the facilities provided by the layer. An example command interface
is MembershipService, which is associated with the group membership service and includes
methods that can be invoked by servers to join or leave a group.

� A listener interface contains a set of methods that must be implemented by a layer or by the
application in order to receive event notifications from one of the services implemented by the
group manager layer. An example listener interface isMembershipListener, which includes
methods invoked by the group membership service to notify a server that a new view has been
installed.
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These interfaces describe the service API, i.e. the interfaces needed by the server object or by other
layers to exploit the facilities offered by the service. Both interfaces may contain no methods, in
which case they serve just as a marker. An example of empty interface is the command interface of
the state merging service, which is based only on event notifications performed through the listener
interface.

Besides from providing some service, each layer may consume services from other layers. In order
to do this, the service must implement the corresponding listener interfaces and eventually obtain a
reference to each of the layers it uses.

In the Jgroup API, classGroupManager is used to manage group managers. Static methodget-
GroupManager of this class is used as group manager factory. The task of this method is to assem-
ble a set of layers depending on the set of listener interfaces implemented by the server object for
which the group manager has been requested. A layer is added to the set if the corresponding listener
interface is implemented by the server object, or inductively, if it is implemented by a layer already
included in the set. For example, if the server object implements interfaceMergingListener for us-
ing the state merging service, layerrelacs.gm.MergingLayer is included in the set.MergingLayer
needs the multicast service to work, and thus implementsMulticastListener. Thus, also the layer
implementing such service is included (in relacs, this layer isrelacs.gm.BaseLayer).

When a layer is instantiated, it needs a reference to each of the layers it uses. These references are
passed through the constructor. In the previous example,BaseLayer is one of the argument of the
MergingLayer constructor. On the other hand, a layer needs a reference for each of the layers to
which it provides service. These references are passed to the layer through the invocation of method
addListener. In the previous example, methodaddListener is invoked onrelacs.gm.BaseLayer
with a reference to the instance ofMergingLayer just created. Clearly, the fact that references to
service providers are passed through constructors and service consumers are passed through thead-
dListener method, binds the order in which layers are instantiated bygetGroupManager: service
providers should be instantiated before the layers they serve.

Currently, the following layers are present in the Relacs code:

� relacs.gm.DispatcherLayer: this class, although separated from the base layer class, it is an
integral part of it. The task of this layer is to manage the thread associated with this group
manager. The dispatcher queues the messages coming from the Jgroup daemon and dispatches
them to the server object. Services consumed: none; service provided:DispatcherService.

� relacs.gm.BaseLayer: as described in the previous sections, this layer handles the interactions
between the group manager and the Jgroup daemon. Services consumed:DispatcherService;
services providedMembershipService andMulticastService.

� relacs.gm.MergingLayer: implements the state merging protocol. Note that this layer defines
no command interface, as the state merging protocol is based on upcalls and cannot driven by
application objects. Services consumed:MulticastService, MembershipService; services
provided:MulticastService, MembershipService, MergingService.

� relacs.gm.ExtGMILayer: implements the external GMI service; its task is to receive group
method invocations from client proxies and to multicast the ones with multicast semantics.
Services consumed:MulticastService, MembershipService; services provided:External-
GMIService plus the services provided by the external GMI interfaces implemented by the
application.
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� relacs.gm.IntGroupHandler2-3: this layer implements the internal GMI service; its task is
to act as a server proxy for internal invocations and to deal with a collection of return values.
There are two versions of the same layer:IntGroupHandler2 can be compiled with JDK 1.2
and is not capable of dealing with dynamic proxy classes;IntGroupHandler3 can only be
compiled with JDK 1.3 or higher, and is capable of handling dynamic proxy classes. Services
consumed:MulticastService, MembershipService; services provided:InternalGMIService
plus the services provided by the internal GMI interfaces implemented by the application.

In the current version of Jgroup, the composition of the different layers forming a group manager
is hard-coded in thegetGroupManager method. Future version of Jgroup will provide automatic
mechanisms based on reflection for layer compostion.

6.1 How to define a new layer

The architecture of Jgroup can easily be extended by adding new group manager layers. For exam-
ple, a total order layer implementing a particular algorithm could be inserted between the base layer
(provider of the multicast service) and the external and internal GMI layers, in order to obtain a totally
ordered GMI service. In this example, we are assuming that the total order layer presents the same
API as the multicast service to its users. In this way, it will be possible to compose the GMI layers
and the new totally-ordered multicast service without modifying the external and internal GMI layers.

Adding a new layer requires the following operations:

� The appropriate command interfaces should be defined for the new layer; moreover, the layer
class should implement these interfaces. In our example, the only interface to be implemented
is MulticastService with its methodmcast. In this way, upper layers will be able to use the
total-ordering services without modification.

� The appropriate listener interfaces should be defined for the new layer; moreover, the layer
class should provide anaddListener method for each of these listener interfaces (provided
that a listener interface is not empty, see below). In our example, the main listener interface
associated to the new layer isMulticastListener, which is used by the upper layer to receive
notification about message deliveries. Note, however, that this interface is not sufficient. In fact,
we need a mechanism to decide when an object server requires a unordered service, and when
it requires a totally-ordered service. For this reason, we need to define an emptyTotalOrder
interface, which is used by group managers as a marker to identify server objects requiring a
total ordered service. Note that no methodaddListener is required in this case, as there is no
possibility of invoking an upcall over the upper layer or the server object, as the interface is
empty.

� As explained above, the layer will consume a set of services from other layers. In order to
do this, it must implements the listener interfaces of those services, and provide a constructor
containing an argument for each of the service consumed. In our example, the total-order layer
should implement theMembershipListener and theMulticastListener interfaces, and include
a reference toMembershipService andMulticastService in its constructor.

� TheGroupManager class should be modified in order to add the new layer when needed. In
our example, we should insert a portion of code that verifies whether theTotalOrder interface
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is implemented by the server object. If so, the total ordering layer should be inserted between
the reliable multicast layer and the layers that normally use RML.

As noted above, an ad-hoc composition algorithm for the layer graph is hardcoded in the current
version of thegetGroupManager method. This is the reason why that code need to be modified when
a new layer is added. Future versions of Jgroup will provide an automatic mechanism to construct
layer graphs, based on the relationships that can be inferred by reflection on the code.

7 Client proxies: how they work?

8 Using dynamic proxies
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